We present the results of our systematic search for the reddest far-infrared (FIR) and sub-millimeter (sub-mm) galaxies using the data from the Herschel Multi-tiered Extragalactic Survey (HerMES) and the SCUBA2 Cosmological Legacy Survey (S2CLS). The red FIR galaxies are "500 µm risers", whose spectral energy distributions (SEDs) increase with wavelength across the three FIR passbands of the Spectral and Photometric Imaging REceiver (SPIRE) at Herschel. Within 106.5 deg 2 of the HerMES fields, we have selected 629 highly reliable 500 µm risers. The red sub-mm galaxies are "SPIREdropouts", which are prominent detections in the S2CLS 850 µm data but are extremely weak or invisible in the SPIRE bands. Within the 2.98 deg 2 common area of HerMES and S2CLS, we have selected 95 such objects. These very red sources could be dusty starbursts at high redshifts (z > 6) because the peak of their cold-dust emission heated by star formation is shifted to the reddest FIR/submm bands. The surface density of 500 µm risers is ∼ 8.2 deg −2 at above 20 mJy level in 500 µm, while that of SPIRE-dropouts is ∼ 19.3 deg −2 at above 5 mJy level in 850 µm. Using deep radio data in these field, we find that the surface density of z > 6 objects is 5.5 deg −2 among 500 µm risers and is 0.8-13.6 deg −2 among SPIRE-dropouts. The dust-embedded star formation processes in such objects contribute comparably as Lyman-break galaxies to the global star formation rate density at z > 6.
INTRODUCTION
A surprising fact recently emerged from the exploration of the early universe is that very dusty starburst galaxies exist at z > 6.3, which is into the epoch of cosmic hydrogen reionization (EoR; e.g., Fan et al. 2006; Planck Collaboration et al. 2016) . Some of these objects were discovered using quasars at z 6-7 as probes, revealed either being their host galaxies (e.g., Walter et al. 2003; Venemans et al. 2012 Venemans et al. , 2016 Venemans et al. , 2017 , or being their companions (Decarli et al. 2017) , and some were dis-yanha@missouri.edu zhiyuanma@umass.edu jhuang@nao.cas.cn llfan@ustc.edu.cn covered by targeting sources found in far-infrared (FIR) to sub-millimeter/millimeter (sub-mm/mm) surveys, either with color-preselection (Riechers et al. 2013) or without (Strandet et al. 2017) . Their IR luminosities (L IR ; integrated over rest-frame 8 to 1000 µm) are so high that they qualify as ultra-luminous infrared galaxies (ULIRGs; L IR ≥ 10 12 L ), and the inferred star formation rates (SFRs) are often an order of magnitude higher than those of the most luminous galaxies at the same redshifts found through the conventional "dropout" technique based on rest-frame UV emission. Therefore, there is a possibility that dust-embedded star formation activities in the universe could exceed those "exposed" ones even in such an early epoch. Most of these currently known dusty starbursts into the EoR are invisible in the deep rest-frame UV images, and thus their dust-hidden star formation cannot be recovered through the extinction-corrected UV emission. Their huge amount of dust suggests very active star formation arXiv:1912.04354v1 [astro-ph.GA] 9 Dec 2019 in even earlier epochs and a short time scale of metal enrichment throughout the ISM, both of which remain to be verified by future observations. This population also impacts our understanding of the intergalactic medium (IGM) in the early universe. The necessary condition for the reionization to happen is a strong Lyman photon background, which is already difficult to account for unless the UV luminosity functions of galaxies at z > 6 have very steep faint-end slopes (e.g., Yan & Windhorst 2004; Yan et al. 2010; Bouwens et al. 2015) . The existence of dusty starbursts at z > 6, albeit only a small number having been confirmed to date, indicates that dust could already be ubiquitous in galaxies when the universe was merely a few hundred million years old. This would exacerbate the tight situation in explaining the Lyman photon budget for reionization, as dust blocks UV light and thus would significantly decrease the Lyman photon escape fraction.
Currently, the sample of confirmed dusty starbursts into the EoR is still very small. The most promising, unbiased way (i.e., without being tied to the known highz quasars) to significantly increase the sample size is to do sub-mm/mm spectroscopy on large sets of candidates pre-selected based on their spectral energy distributions (SEDs) in the FIR-to-mm regime. Such a preselection has recently been made possible by the widefield FIR surveys done using the Spectral and Photometric Imaging Receiver (SPIRE; Griffin et al. 2010 ) onboard the Herschel Space Observatory (Pilbratt et al. 2010) , which offered high sensitivity photometry in its three broad bands at 250, 350 and 500 µm. Herschel completed two major extragalactic surveys with this instrument, namely, the Herschel Astrophysical Terahertz Large Area Survey (H-ATLAS; Eales et al. 2010; Smith et al. 2017 ) over ∼ 660 deg 2 in five areas and the Herschel Multi-tiered Extragalactic Survey (Her-MES; Oliver et al. 2012 ) over ∼ 70 deg 2 in six tiered levels of depth and spatial coverage combinations (the released data actually cover wider areas). In addition, HerMES extended beyond its shallowest tier to the Herschel Stripe 82 Survey (HerS Viero et al. 2014 ) and the HerMES Large Mode Survey (HeLMS; see Asboth et al. 2016) , which observed ∼ 80 and ∼ 280 deg 2 in and around the Sloan Digital Sky Survey Stripe 82 region, respectively. All these surveys combined, there are now over a million FIR sources awaiting exploration.
Tailored for the SPIRE bands, the so-called "500 µm peaker" or "500 µm riser" technique selects candidates of high-redshift ULIRGs by searching for sources that are progressively brighter from 250 to 500µm (Pope & Chary 2010; Roseboom et al. 2012) . This is based on the fact that young stars nominally can only heat dust to a few tens Kelvin, and therefore the FIR/sub-mm SED can be well approximated by a modified black body (MBB) emission that has a broad peak at roughly 80-100 µm. Within the SPIRE bands, this peak would move to the redder side of 250 µm at longer wavelengths if the object is at z 4, and hence the SED shows a rising trend from 250 to 500 µm. This method has directly resulted in the ULIRG at z = 6.337 presented by Riechers et al. (2013) , which was then the redshift cham-paign among all dusty starbursts that are not related to quasars. The current champaign in this category, which is at z = 6.900 (Strandet et al. 2017) , is also a 500 µm riser based on its SPIRE photometry obtained after the source redshift being identified. Admittedly, this method has the drawback that it does not have sufficient resolution power in redshift; instead, it can only select sources at z 4 in general. This is due to the degeneracy between dust temperature (T d ) and redshift (see e.g. Pope & Chary 2010): a lower T d and a fixed redshift would shift the peak of the SED to a longer wavelength, which would be the same behavior if T d is kept the same but the source is moved to a higher redshift. Regardless, this method is still the most effective in producing a large number of legitimate candidates at z 4 in a comprehensive manner, and the samples at different redshift ranges will need to be separated after the spectroscopic identification.
Using the early HerMES data, Dowell et al. (2014) present the first systematic search for 500 µm risers in three fields (First Look Survey, Lockman Hole, and GOODS-North) totaling 21 deg 2 , which results in 38 objects. They use the "difference map" technique, where the candidate selection is done on the difference map between the 500 µm and the 250 µm maps after smoothing the latter to the beam size of the former (i.e., from 17. 6 to 35. 2 FWHM) and assigning some certain weights to each. Asboth et al. (2016) apply the same method to the 274 deg 2 HeLMS field and published 477 500 µm risers. Ivison et al. (2016) take a different approach in the 660 deg 2 H-ATLAS fields. These authors start from the goal of constructing the most complete source catalog: sources are first identified on the 250µm map (which has the best solution and sensitivity) and removed from the 350 and the 500µm maps, additional sources are identified on these 350 and 500µm residual maps, and candidate 500µm risers are then selected from this complete catalog. They obtain 7961 500 µm risers in total and state that at least ∼ 26 ± 5% of them should be highly reliable. Donevski et al. (2018) use the similar methodology (but a different implementation) to search for 500 µm risers in the 55 deg 2 Herschel Virgo Cluster Survey, and select 133 such objects.
An extension of the 500 µm riser technique to longer wavelengths has recently been proposed, which selects objects that continue the rising SED trend to the red side of 500 µm. Depending on the exact location of the redder band in use, it is referred to as the technique of "850 µm" or "870 µm" riser etc. The dust emission peak of 850/870 µm risers should be at λ obs 850/870 µm, and thus statistically they should be at higher redshifts than 500 µm risers. The first such object with confirmed redshift is presented by Riechers et al. (2017) , which is a 870 µm riser and is at z = 5.655. Ivison et al. (2016) present 850 and/or 870 µm observations for 109 of their 7961 500 µm risers. Among 10 of them that are detected at S/N ≥ 5 in 850/870 µm (using 40 aperture), one qualifies as a 850 µm riser. Duivenvoorden et al. (2018) carry out 850 µm follow-up observations of 188 500 µm risers of Asboth et al. (2016) (67 are detected at S/N ≥ 5), however none of them qualify as 850 µm risers (regardless of S/N ). These results suggest that such objects could be very rare.
In this work, we present our search of 500 µm and 850 µm risers using the data from the HerMES program and the SCUBA2 Cosmological Legacy Survey (S2CLS; Geach et al. 2017; Micha lowski et al. 2017) . As compared to the existing search of 500 µm risers, ours is done at a fainter level than those by Asboth et al. (2016) and Ivison et al. (2016) , and is over much large areas than those by Dowell et al. (2014) and Donevski et al. (2018) . As explained in detail later, we do not directly select 850 µm risers due to the limitation of the data. Instead, we select "SPIRE-dropouts", which are objects prominent in 850 µm but very weak or invisible in SPIRE, as potential 850 µm risers. A similar term, "Herschel drop-out", was first used by Boone et al. (2013) when reporting a gravitationally lensed 870 µm source that is invisible in Herschel data (including those obtained by SPIRE). Their follow-up study suggests a significant population of such objects in lensed fields (Boone et al. 2015) , however the results are yet to be published. The next explicit reference to SPIRE-dropout is in the recent paper by Greenslade et al. (2019) , who present a serendipitous discovery of such an object in the H-ATLAS North Galactic Pole field. Our selection, on the other hand, is done in a systematic manner over the largest area available to date. This paper is organized as follows. We first briefly described the HerMES and the S2CLS data in §2. The selections of 500 µm risers and SPIRE-dropouts are detailed in §3 and §4, respectively. A source-by-source comparison to the known objects in the literature is given in §5. The radio properties of both types of objects are presented in §6. In §7, we discuss their surface densities, their prospects of being at high-z and the implication of dust-embedded star formation in the early universe. Finally, we summarize our results in §8. The full catalogs of both types of objects as well as the ancillary catalogs are released with this paper. In our discussion, we adopt the following cosmological parameters: Ω M = 0.27, Ω Λ = 0.73 and H 0 = 71 km s −1 Mpc −1 .
2. PRIMARY DATASETS Here we describe the data used in our selection of highz ULIRG candidates, which are those from the HerMES and the S2CLS programs. Some other ancillary data that we use in our analysis of the candidates will be described in the relevant sections separately because such data are different in different fields.
HerMES FIR data
We used the SPIRE maps and the source catalogs included in the fourth data release ("DR4") of the Her-MES program 1 . These maps were created using the algorithm as described in Levenson et al. (2010); Viero et al. (2013) , and incorporated all the HerMES SPIRE observations as well as the latest calibration updates.
The three-band source catalogs were extracted based on the "blind" 250 µm positions (referred to as "xID250"), which were done in the same way as in the earlier releases (Wang et al. 2014 ). We did not use the PACS data, as these are not sensitive enough for our purpose.
The fields used in our study are list in Table 1 . These do not include any of the HerMES cluster fields, nor the two new fields that are not in the nominal HerMES program, namely, SA13 (0.17 deg 2 ) and XMM-13hr (0.56 deg 2 ). Furthermore, we had to exclude the Boötes field because its DR4 xID catalog does not have 500 µm photometry due to a software problem whose nature is still not yet clear 2 . The field sizes list in the table were calculated by counting the number of pixels that have values > 1.0 in the coverage maps as included in the third extension ("EXP") of the released maps. In total, these data cover 106.54 deg 2 .
S2CLS
Being one of the JCMT Legacy Surveys, S2CLS was designed to do deep SCUBA-2 mapping of eight well studied extragalactic fields, mostly in 850 µm (Geach et al. 2017) . The 850 µm maps and the source catalogs have been released to the public, and we refer the reader to Geach et al. (2017) for details. Five of these fields are within the HerMES coverage and hence are relevant to this work, which we list in Table 3 . The listed field sizes were calculated by counting the pixels that are not assigned "NAN" in the RMS maps 3 . In total, these five fields cover 2.98 deg 2 .
3. SELECTION OF 500 µM RISERS By definition, 500 µm risers are the strongest in 500 µm and become successively weaker in 350 and 250 µm, and thus ideally the selection should be done using a source catalog whose detection is based on the 500 µm map. However, as the 500 µm band has the worst spatial resolution (FWHM beam size of 36 ) and hence the worst blending problem, a 500 µm-based source extraction would often result in meaningless color measurements because a seemingly single 500 µm source might well be a blend of two or more sources at shorter wavelengths. Therefore, we took a two-step approach. First, we used the HerMES xID catalogs, which are based on the 250 µm detections and take advantage of the best spatial resolution available (FWHM beam size of 18 ), to search for 500 µm risers that are still visible in 250 µm. We then subtracted off all the sources at the reported xID 250 µm positions from the 500 µm maps, and extracted sources again on the residual 500 µm maps to find those 500 µm sources that are too faint to enter the 250 µm-based catalogs. Our procedures are detailed below.
Selection based on HerMES DR4 xID catalogs
The first pass was to use the xID catalogs to select 500 µm risers that satisfy these criteria:
(1)
Here we adopt the naming convention of the HerMES DR4, where f 250 , f 350 and f 500 are the flux densities in 250, 350 and 500 µm, respectively, while et 250 , et 350 and et 500 are the total errors in these three bands, respectively (including the contributions from both the instrumental noise and the confusion noise). In other words, the above criteria select objects that have S/N ≥ 5 in 500 µm, and have successively increasing SEDs from blue to red. The latter is effectively the same as that of Dowell et al. (2014) and Asboth et al. (2016) , because these authors search for positive signals on their difference maps (see §1). This is also similar to that used by Donevski et al. (2018) , with the difference that they also require f 250 > 13.2 mJy and f 500 > 30 mJy. We note that Ivison et al. (2016) use different color criteria that require f 500 /f 350 ≥ 0.85 and f 500 /f 250 ≥ 1.5.
3.2.
Selection based on 500 µm residual maps In the second pass, we used the Herschel Interactive Processing Environment (HIPE; Ott 2010), which is the standard software package of Herschel for handling its data, to create the base images for the analysis. For a given field, we ran the HIPE routine subtractedFromImage to subtract off all the sources in the xID catalog, regardless of their reported S/N (some have S/N as low as ∼ 1 in 250 µm). This left residual images in all three SPIRE bands.
We then used the 500 µm residual image to detect sources and to obtain photometry in all three bands simultaneously, following the general approach as described in Wang et al. (2014) .
We first ran the StarFinder software (Diolaiti et al. 2000) to extract sources, with the two critical parameters correlation threshold set to 0.9 and min sourcedist set to 1, respectively.
The list of sources were then passed to the HIPE task sourceExtractorSimultaneous to obtain the fluxes and the detection errors of the sources in all three bands on the residual maps. HIPE does not produce total errors that include the confusion noise, which we had to derive based on the HerMES xID catalog of the field. The catalog reports both the detection error (due to the instrumental noise alone) and the total error for a given source, the latter of which is computed by adding the terms due to the detection error and the confusion noise error in quadrature. This allowed us to calculate the confusion noise error term for all the sources. We plotted the histogram of this term in each band, and adopted the peak value as the overall confusion noise in this band for all the new sources that we found.
A complication that we had to deal with was that the residual 250 µm map is not completely clean because the subraction can never be prefect. The "leftover" of a bright 250 µm source on the residual 250 µm map, while not included in the new 500 µm source list as described above, can still skew the flux measurement of a newly found 500 µm source in the simultaneous 3-band photometry step if it is too close to the position of the new 500 µm source in question. We had no better choice other than discarding the affected 500 µm sources completely, which was done in a "cleaning" step. We ran run the HIPE task sourceExtractorSussextractor with detThreshold=3 on the 250 µm residual map to identify any significant leftover signatures, and then removed all the sources in our 500 µm residual-map-based catalog that are within 36. 15 to any of the 250 µm leftover signatures 4 .
The additional 500 µm risers in a given field were then selected from the "cleaned" catalog using the same criteria as in Equation 1.
Final catalogs
We visually examined the candidates selected above in all three SPIRE bands to reject any possible contaminators. In most cases, the contamination is either due to false positive in 500 µm or due to severe blending that makes the photometry (especially that in 500 µm) unreliable. We have created our final catalogs in two tiers. In the Tier-1 catalogs, we only retain those objects that are visually prominent in 500 µm and are the least affected by blending. Some of them still have close neighbors, however we have judged based on our experience that their photometry should still be reliable. There are also a significant number of border-line cases that cannot be included in the Tier-1 catalogs. For the sake of completeness, we put them to the Tier-2 catalogs. In Figure 1 , we show some examples of the objects in both tiers as well as the rejected contaminators. Table 1 summarizes the distribution of 500 µm risers in all the 11 fields, and the full catalogs are presented in Table 11 .
In the rest of this paper, we will only discuss the Tier-1 objects. Figure 2 shows their flux density and color distributions. The median of f 500 for the xID-based and the residual-based objects is 32.3 and 35.1 mJy, respectively, while that for the whole sample is 33.2 mJy. Figure 3 shows their spatial distribution on top of the 250 µm error images that are used to indicate the sensitivity levels of the survey in different areas (smaller errors, or lighter regions, indicate higher sensitivities). is the confusion noise of the 500 µm map, which we use as a proxy to the sensitivity of the map. Nx and NR are the number of 500 µm risers selected based on the HerMES DR4 xID catalog and the 500 µm residual map, respectively, while f x 500 and f R 500 are their corresponding median f500 value. Ntot is the total number of objects selected in the field, and f500 is their median f500 value. Σ is the surface density based on the total, which is affected by the survey limit of the field (see §7.1). Figure 1 . SPIRE image stamps of some 500 µm riser candidates in the ADFS field as examples. The ones shown in the left panel are selected using the HerMES DR4 xID catalog, while those in the right panel are selected using the detections based on the 500 µm residual map produced after subtraction of 250 µm-detected sources. The labels in the boxes are the object IDs. The stamps are 2 ×2 in size and are oriented North-up and East-left. The white circles are 25 in radius and are centered on the candidates. In each panel, (1) the images from left to right are in 250, 350, and 500 µm, respectively, (2) the first row is a Tier-1 object, (3) the second row is a Tier-2 object, and (4) the last row is a rejected contaminator. The rejected one in the left panel is due to unreliable photometry caused by two blended objects (indicated by the two small, dashed circles), while the one in the right panel is due to the false positive in 500 µm. 9.5 ± 3.4 15.5 ± 3.9 20.6 ± 3.9 99 Note-Catalog of Tier-1 500 µm risers, using part of those in the CDFS as examples. The entire catalog is available in Appendix. When referred to in full, the object name consists of the leading string and the sequential ID. The leading string has the field name coded in. In addition, "T1" stands for "Tier-1". For clarity, the leading string is omitted except in the first entry of the field. In the sequential ID, "x" or "R" indicates the method with which the object is selected (using the HerMES xID catalog or the residual map, respectively). The equatorial coordinates (J2000.0) are in degrees. The flux density and the total error are in the units of mJy. For those "x" objects, these are from the HerMES xID catalog, while for those "R" objects, these are based on our own photometry (see §3.2). The "Radio Code" indicates the status of the object in terms of radio observations (see §6 for details): "1" -detected in either FIRST and/or deeper radio data, "0" -covered by deeper radio data but not detected, and "99" -outside of the coverage of deeper radio data. The radio properties of those with code "1" and "0" are summarized in Tables 5, 6 and 7.
4. SELECTION OF SPIRE-DROPOUTS AS POTENTIAL 850 µM RISERS We further selected potential 850 µm risers in the five S2CLS fields. It would be natural to expect that a subset of the 500 µm risers selected above in these fields could be 850 µm risers. However, we found that none of them are. This is in part due to the limited SPIRE survey sensitivities. The noise in the HerMES maps is to the level of ∼ 4-5 mJy (confusion noise included), which means that a HerMES source at S/N ∼ 5 would have flux density of 20 mJy in the SPIRE bands. None of the S2CLS sources in these fields have S 850 > 20 mJy.
On the other hand, we noticed that some of the S2CLS sources are very weak or invisible in the HerMES data. For simplicity, we shall refer to such 850 µm sources as the "SPIRE-dropouts". It is impossible to judge at this stage whether these objects are 850 µm risers, again because the sensitivity of the SPIRE data is too shallow to sufficiently constrain the SEDs at the bluer wavelengths. However, if 850 µm risers do exist in these S2CLS fields, they must be among these SPIRE-dropouts.
We selected the SPIRE-dropouts in a two-step approach. We only considered the most reliable 850 µm sources that have detection S/N ("detection SNR" in the S2CLS catalogs) ≥ 5. We first cross-matched these S2CLS sources with the HerMES sources in the xID catalogs, and found those that were missing from the latter. We refer to this step as the selection using "Method A". The matching radius was chosen based on the positional uncertainties in both. Following Equations 1 & 2 in Ma & Yan (2015) , the uncertainty σ pos can be expressed as
where θ a and θ b are the beam size along the major and the minor axis, respectively, and θ is the total beam size when the beam is symmetric. For the SCUBA2 850 µm and the SPIRE 250 µm, θ is 13 and 18 , respectively. We treated the 250µm positions as being reliable if the sources have f 250 /et 250 ≥ 3. Plugging in S/N = 5 and 3 for 850 and 250 µm, respectively, and adding in quadrature the two terms, we obtained the positional matching error of δ pos = 5. 55, which we adopted as the matching radius.
In the next step, we also selected the matched 850 µm sources that have S/N < 3 in 250 µm. For a source below this limit, the SPIRE photometry is prone to large errors; while the reported SPIRE flux densities are still brighter than the 850 µm one, the true situation could be the opposite. Therefore, this step was to make certain that we would not miss the real SPIRE-dropouts whose "detections" in SPIRE are artificially boosted due to their low S/N in the HerMES data. We refer to this secondary step as the selection using "Method B".
Similar to what done with the 500 µm risers, all the above candidate SPIRE-dropouts were visually examined to remove contaminations. The most common contaminators are due to blending, especially in the SPIRE bands. There are also cases where it was difficult to decide whether there was a detection in any of the Note-N is the total number of SPIRE-dropouts found in the field (those found by Method A and B combined) and S med 850 is the median de-boosted S850. Σ is the surface density, which is affected by both the survey limit and the size of the field (see §7.3).
SPIRE bands, and if yes whether the weak detection would decrease the prospect of the candidate being a 850 µm riser. The visual judgment on the latter was aided by using the reported SPIRE flux densities (despite that they have large errors). Specifically, we required (S 850 + 0.5 × ErrS 850 ) > (f 250 − 2 × et 250 ) to keep such a candidate, where ErrS 850 and et 250 are the errors in 850 µm and 250 µm, respectively. In both "A" and "B" categories, the most probable candidates were ranked as "Tier-1", and the less probable ones were ranked as "Tier-2". In the rest of this paper, we only discuss the Tier-1 objects. Figure 4 . Image stamps of six candidate SPIRE-dropouts in the UDS field as examples. The objects have their IDs labeled in black box, which all use "SD850" as the leading string. The ones shown in the left panel are selected by Method "A" (designated by "A" in their IDs), which is to search for 850 µm sources that have no counterparts in the HerMES 250 µm-based xID catalog. The ones shown in the right panel are selected by Method "B" (designated by "B" in their IDs), which is to search for those that have very weak 250 µm counterparts (S/N < 3) in the xID catalog. The stamps are 2 ×2 in size and are oriented North-up and East-left. The white circles are 25 in radius and are centered on the candidates. In each panel, (1) the images from left to right are the HerMES 250, 350, 500 µm and the S2CLS 850 µm, respectively, (2) the first row is a Tier-1 object, designated by "T1" in the ID, (3) the second row is a Tier-2 object, designated by "T2" in the ID, and (4) the last row is a rejected contaminator, designated by "Rej" in the ID. The contaminators shown here are representative of two common cases when the candidates have to be rejected. The one in the left panel has a very close neighbor, which severely contaminates the source position in 500 µm and therefore is difficult to judge if it is a real SPIRE-dropout. The one in the right panel, despite being reported as a 250 µm source with S/N < 3 in the xID catalog, has very obvious detections in all three SPIRE bands, with reported f250 = 13.6 ± 4.6 mJy. Given its S850 = 5.6 mJy, it is unlikely to be brighter in 850 µm than in the SPIRE bands. Figure 5 . 850 µm Flux density (S850) distribution of the Tier-1 SPIRE-dropouts in our sample (95 objects in total). The objects selected in the UDS field (57 objects; shown in green) make up 60.0%, most of which are at the faint end. Those in the COSMOS field (26 objects; shown in purple) are the next largest group in the sample, and make up 27.3% of the total. There is a clear offset of the representative S850 values between the two subsets, which is largely due to the different survey limits in these two fields. Figure 6 . Positions of the SPIRE-dropouts in each field (red dots) selected based on the S2CLS and the HerMES data, overlaid on the S2CLS 850 µm maps. The fields are shown in decreasing order of their sizes (from left to right, and from top to bottom), but the sizes are not displayed to scale. Note that the released map of the COSMOS field include the data from the S2XLS, however the S2CLS catalog (and hence our search in this field) is based on the S2CLS data only (the western part separated by the dashed curve) and covered 1.34 deg 2 . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 0 A03 149.989321 2.457937 8.7 11.8 ± 1.9 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 0 A04 149.792953 2.815101 8.3 11.7 ± 2.1 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 1 B03 150.109433 2.257389 6.7 5.5 ± 1.1 150.109220 2.256556 2.5 ± 3.4 3.4 ± 6.6 0.0 ± 13. When referred to in full, the object name consists of the leading string and the sequential ID. The leading string has the field name coded in. In addition, "T1" stands for "Tier-1". For clarity, the leading string is omitted except in the first entry of the field. In the sequential ID, "A" or "B" indicates that the object is selected by Method A or B (see §4). RA850 and DEC850 are the equatorial coordinates (J2000.0) based on the positions given in the S2CLS catalog. The "deboosted" flux density in 850 µm from that catalog is reported under S850. The "B" objects have weak SPIRE counterparts in the HerMES xID catalog, and their SPIRE positions and flux densities are listed under RASPIRE and DECSPIRE, f250, f350, and f500, respectively. The seperation between their SCUBA2 and SPIRE positions is given under "∆". "Radio Code" indicates whether the object is detected in the radio data ("1") or not ("0"), or is outside of the radio data coverage ("99"), which is detailed in §6. The radio properties of those with code "1" and "0" are summarized in Table 8 and 9, respectively.
5. COMPARISON TO THE LITERATURE While limited, there are some similar, very red FIR/sub-mm galaxies in the literatures that are found in the common regions with this work. Here we compare these to our samples.
Comparison of 500 µm risers
The largest sample that we compare to is that of Dowell et al. (2014) , which consists of one, 18 and 21 500 µm risers in the GOODS-N, the FLS and the LH fields, respectively.
The one in the GOODS-N, their GOODSN 8, was selected as a candidate from the xID catalog in our first step, however it was removed from the final catalog due to the blending problem.
In the FLS field, eight of their 18 objects are in our Tier-1 catalog, namely, their FLS 3, 5, 17, 19, 24, 25, 30, and 33 (FLS 3 is the z = 6.34 object, HFLS3, reported in Riechers et al. (2013)). In addition, their FLS 20 is in our Tier-2 catalog. Five other objects are not in our sample but can be accounted for, namely, FLS 1, 6, 26, 31, and 32 (FLS 1 is at z = 4.29 as reported in Dowell et al. (2014) ). Based on the DR4 xID catalog, the first four of them have f 350 > f 500 and f 350 > f 250 , and thus are "350 µm peakers" instead of 500 µm risers. FLS 32 has S/N < 5 in 500 µm and hence does not meet our criteria. The rest four objects, FLS 7, 22, 23, and 34, are not included either in the xID catalog or the catalog generated based on the photometry on the 500 µm residual map. Upon visual examination of the images, we find that (1) FLS 7 is severely affected by blending due to a much brighter neighbor, (2) FLS 22 is too close to the field edge and neither the xID nor our own extraction on the residual map includes this object, (3) FLS 23 is missed most likely due to its faintness, and (4) FLS 34 must be a misidentification due to blending and thus not a real source.
In the LH field, three of their sources are included in our Tier-1 catalog, namely, their LSW 20, 25 and 102 (LSW 20 is at z = 3.36 as reported in Dowell et al. (2014) ). Their LSW 28 was selected as a candidate in our first step but was later rejected due to the severe blending problem and its being too weak. Twelve of their sources are in the xID catalog (their LSW 26, 29, 31, 47, 48, 49, 50, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 58, 60, 76, 81 and 82) but were not selected by our procedure because they are all 350 µm peakers instead of 500 µm risers. The rest five objects, their LSW 49, 50, 55, 56, and 82 are not in either the xID catalog nor our catalog based on the residual map. Among them, LSW 50 is too faint in both 250 µm and 500 µm to be included, and the other four all suffer from severe blending.
The "proto-type" 870 µm riser in Riechers et al. (2017) , their ADFS-27, is a 500 µm riser in the first place (but not a SPIRE-dropout), however it is not included in our sample because it has S/N = 4.4 < 5 in 500 µm.
We note that two famous SMGs with known redshifts in GOODS-N, GN10 at z = 4.04 and GN20 at z = 4.05 (Daddi et al. 2009a,b) , are also not included in our sample. The former one is severely blended with neighbors and thus is not extracted, while the latter is actually a 350 µm peaker based on the xID catalog.
Comparison of SPIRE-dropouts
The only known SPIRE-dropouts that we can compare to are the two millimeter galaxies reported by Ikarashi et al. (2017) in the XMM-LSS field, which were first detected by using ASTE/AzTEC at 1.1 mm (Ikarashi et al. 2015) . Based on the subsequent identifications in the HerMES and the S2CLS data, Ikarashi et al. (2017) point out that they are secure detections in 850 µm but are invisible in the SPIRE data. These two objects, their ASXDF1100.053.1 and 231.1, are recovered in our SPIRE-dropouts and correspond to our SD850 UDS T1 A36 and A42, respectively. 6. RADIO PROPERTIES It is well known that far-IR galaxies dominated by dust-embedded star formation follow a tight FIR-radio relation (see Condon 1992 , for review). The corollary is that their observed spectral indices between FIR/submm and radio wavelengths should be a strong function of redshift due to the opposing K-corrections in these two regimes (see e.g. Carilli & Yun 1999) . As the result, high-redshift DSFGs in general should be radioweak unless they also host an AGN. Therefore, we examine the radio properties of our candidates whenever sufficiently deep radio data are available. We first examine them against the public data from the Faint Images of the Radio Sky at Twenty-cm (FIRST; Becker et al. 1995) , which covered over 10,000 deg 2 of the Galactic Caps at 1.4 GHz to the typical sensitivity of rms ∼ 0.15 mJy beam −1 . Some of our fields have deeper radio data, which we subsequently examine as well. While in most cases they only cover a fraction of the area, these are valuable in further selecting the most promising high-redshift candidates.
Radio Properties of 500 µm risers
In determining the matching radius to the radio sources, we consider the positional errors due to both the SPIRE and the radio beams (σ SPIRE pos and σ radio pos , respectively), which are calculated based on Equation 2 and then are added in quadrature to obtain the total error σ pos = (σ SPIRE pos ) 2 + (σ radio pos ) 2 . In most cases, the former is the dominant term. For the xID-based and the residual-based objects, we use θ = 18 and 36 in Equation 2, which are the 250 and the 500 µm beam sizes, respectively. We take this approach because the positions of these two sets are based on the 250 and the 500 µm maps, respectively. For reference, these correspond to σ SPIRE pos = 3. 05 and 6. 11, respectively, at S/N = 5. For different objects, σ SPIRE pos vary because of their different S/N in SPIRE. As the radio positional error is usually much smaller, we do not consider the radio source S/N individually but calculate at the fixed S/N = 5. To simplify the matching process, we search for the radio counterparts within a generous matching radius of r = 10 , calculate the positional offsets, ∆ pos , between our objects and the matched radio sources, and determine the ratios ∆/σ between ∆ pos and σ pos . The matches with ∆/σ ≤ 1.5 are deemed to be reliable, and are listed in Table 5 and 6. The unmatched ones are indicated as such in Table 11 , and we quote their upper limits based on the relevant radio catalogs. We discuss both the matched and the unmatched sources below in some details. 6.1.1. Cross-matching with the FIRST sources All of our equatorial and northern fields are covered by FIRST, which, albeit being shallow, is useful in detecting the most obvious radio AGNs. The angular resolution of FIRST is 5 , and therefore σ radio pos = 0. 85. As it turns out, none of our objects in COSMOS, EGS, ELAISN1, and GOODS-N have FIRST matches within 10 . In the other four equatorial and northern fields, we have seven matches with ∆/σ ≤ 1.5, which are summarized in the top part of Table 5 . Four of these radio counterparts have monolithically increasing SED from FIR to radio, suggesting that they are likely blazars (see Ma & Yan 2015, Section 4.7) . 500R ELAISN2 T1 x03 and 500R LH T1 x003 are indeed listed as blazars in the Fermi Large Area Telescope AGN catalog (Ackermann et al. 2015) . The former one is associated with SDSS J163915.80+412833.7 at z = 0.69 (Schneider et al. 2010) . 500R FLS T1 x07 is also listed as a blazar by Marchã & Caccianiga (2013) ; Mingaliev et al. (2014) , and has the known redshift of z = 0.2974 (Marleau et al. 2007 ). Finally, 500R LH T1 x039 is also likely a blazar, and has z = 0.5795 based on the SDSS DR13. Therefore, the contamination to the 500 µm riser sample due to blazars is only ∼ 1.0% (four out of the 381 total in the northern and equatorial fields).
The other three objects have S 1.4 > 1 mJy and must host strong AGNs. However, this does not necessarily mean that they cannot be at high redshifts, because AGNs as strong as quasars at high redshifts can have cold-dust emissions due to heating by star formation and such systems do exist (see e.g., Ma & Yan 2015) . At this stage, we do not discuss them further. 6.1.2. Cross-matching with deeper radio data All our fields have partial radio data deeper than FIRST, which we further use for the radio counterpart identification. Unfortunately, most of the radio images are not publicly available, and hence our discussion below is based on the catalogs published by the respective authors. The matching results are summarized in Table  6 , and some details are provided below.
-ADFS Currently, the only deep radio data in this field are those of White et al. (2012) , which were obtained at 1.4 GHz using the Australia Telescope Compact Array (ATCA). The beam size is 6. 2×4. 9, which corresponds to σ ATCA pos = 0. 95. Ten of our objects are within the coverage, and only one (500R ADFS T1 x14) is matched within 10 . However, it has ∆/σ = 1.7 and is not regarded as a real match.
The sensitivity of this radio map varies greatly from the field center (1 σ sensitivity, or rms, of 18-50 µJy beam −1 ) to the edge (∼ 200 µJy beam −1 ). We cannot obtain the brightness upper limit that is close to the real sensitivity limit at the location of each nondetection because we do not have the map at hand. We choose to assign a universal, conservative upper limit of 1 mJy to all these non-detections, which corresponds to ∼ 5σ noise at the field edge.
-CDFS There have been two 1.4 GHz surveys in this field, which are described in Miller et al. (2013) and Franzen et al. (2015) , respectively. The data from the former were obtained at the Very Large Array (VLA), and have reached rms of 7.4 µJy beam −1 over 0.324 deg 2 with the beam size of 2. 8×1. 6. Miller et al. (2013) provide a catalog that include only the objects above 5 σ, which correspond to 37.0 µJy. The data from the latter were obtained at the Australia Telescope, which have reached rms of 14 µJy beam −1 over 3.6 deg 2 with the beam size of 16 ×7 . The catalog also only includes the objects above 5 σ ( 70µJy). Their positional uncertainties contributing to the total positional errors are therefore σ VLA pos = 0. 39 and σ AT pos = 2. 10, respectively. Two of our objects are within the coverage of Miller et al. (2013) , but neither has a counterpart in their catalog. We assign them the 5 σ upper limit of 37 µJy.
There are 32 additional objects fall within the coverage of Franzen et al. (2015) , and eight of them are matched with counterparts in their catalog. In particular, 500R CDFS T1 x004 has S 1.4 = 10.86 ± 0.56 mJy, which indicates that its radio emission is most likely powered by AGN. The next brightest, x183, has S 1.4 = 0.95 ± 0.06 mJy, is a border-line case. The other six objects are likely star formation dominated. For the 24 objects that are not matched, we assign them the 5 σ upper limit of 70 µJy.
-COSMOS This field has the best radio data among all, especially those obtained at the VLA. The 1.4 GHz source catalogs are presented in Schinnerer et al. (2007, 2010) . A deeper radio map at 3 GHz has been obtained by Smolčić et al. (2017) , which covers 2 deg 2 to rms of 2.3 µJy beam −1 at the resolution of 0. 75 (corresponding to σ VLA3GHz pos = 0. 13). The source catalog includes 10,830 sources above 5 σ ( 11.5 µJy). Here we only use the 3 GHz data because they are deeper and also cover a wider area than the 1.4 GHz data.
There are 17 of our objects falling within the 3 GHz coverage, among which 10 have counterparts with ∆/σ ≤ 1.5. All these counterparts have S 3.0 < 100 µJy, with the faintest of 13 µJy. It is highly likely that their radio fluxes are powered by star formation. The other seven objects are not matched (three of them have radio sources within 10 but have ∆/σ > 1.5), for which we assign the 5 σ S 3.0 upper limit of 11.5 µJy. Assuming a power law SED of S ν ∼ ν −0.8 , this corresponds to S 1.4 upper limit of 21.2 µJy.
-EGS The deepest public radio data in this field are those from the VLA 1.4 GHz survey of Ivison et al. (2007) , which have reached rms of ∼ 26µJy beam −1 over 0.73 deg 2 with the beam size of ∼ 3. 8 (corresponding to σ VLA pos = 0. 66). Eight of our objects are within the coverage, and only two of them are matched with counterparts in their catalog. They both have S 1.4 < 100 µJy and are likely star formation dominated. For the six unmatched, we assign an universal 5 σ upper limit of 130 µJy, which are all in the SF-dominated regime.
-ELAISN1 The only radio resources appropriate here are the data taken by the Giant Meterwave Radio Telescope (GMRT) at 610 MHz Garn et al. (2008a) , which cover ∼ 9 deg 2 to rms ∼ 40-70 µJy beam −1 with the beam size of 6 ×5 (corresponding to σ GMRT pos = 0. 94). The source catalog includes the objects with 610 MHz flux density S 610 > 0.14 mJy.
Thirty five of our objects are covered by this radio map, but none of them are matched with counterparts in the aforementioned 610 MHz catalog. We opt to assign a rather conservative upper limit of 0.35 mJy (about 5 σ in the less sensitive region of the map) to these sources. Assuming a power-law SED of S ν ∼ ν −0.8 , this corresponds to S 1.4 < 0.18 mJy, which is still in the sub-mJy regime and thus the sources are likely star formation dominated.
-ELAISN2 The only appropriate radio data in this field are also obtained by the GMRT at 610 MHz Garn et al. (2009) , which cover ∼ 6 deg 2 to rms ∼ 85 µJy beam −1 with the beam size of 6. 5×5 (corresponding to σ GMRT pos = 0. 98). The source catalog includes the objects with S 610 > 0.3 mJy.
Thirty one of our objects are within the coverage of this radio map. Two of them are matched with counterparts, and both are FIRST sources as already discussed above. For the other 29 objects, we assign a conservative upper limit of 0.425 mJy (corresponding to S 1.4 < 0.22 mJy when assuming S ν ∼ ν −0.8 ). Similar to the discussion above, these objects are likely star formation dominated in radio.
-ELAISS1 This field has 1.4 GHz data from the Australia Telescope as described in Franzen et al. (2015) , which cover 2.7 deg 2 to 17 µJy beam −1 with the beam size of 16 ×7 (corresponding to σ AT pos = 2. 10). The public source catalog includes the sources that are above 5 σ. Sixteen of our objects are within the coverage, however none of them are matched with counterparts. We therefore assign them the 5 σ upper limit of 75 µJy.
-FLS About 5 deg 2 of this field has 1.4 GHz data obtained by the VLA to rms ∼ 23 µ Jy beam −1 with the beam size of 5 (corresponding to σ VLA pos = 0. 86). These are described in Condon et al. (2003) , who also present a catalog that includes the sources above 5 σ. Their 1.4 GHz map covers 27 of our objects, among which 6 are matched in the radio catalog within 10 . Three of them have already been discussed in the match to the FIRST sources: 500R FLS T1 x07 and x50 have reliable FIRST counterparts, while R11 does not. The match to R11 in this catalog also has ∆/σ > 1.5 (it is the same radio source as in the FIRST catalog), and therefore is not a reliable counterpart. The other three new matches here are all reliable ones and are likely dominated by star formation. For the 21 unmatched objects, we assign the 5 σ upper limit of 115 µJy.
-GOODS-N This field has deep VLA 1.4 GHz data as described in Morrison et al. (2010) , which cover its central 40 ×40 area, with the beam size of ∼ 1. 7 (corresponding to σ VLA pos = 0. 29). The data have reached an rms noise of ∼ 3.9 µJy beam −1 near the center and ∼ 8 µJy beam −1 at 15 from the center. The catalog of Morrison et al. (2010) include sources stronger than 20 µJy.
Four of our objects are in the radio coverage. Two are matched within 10 , among which only one is reliable and is likely dominated by star formation. For those that are not matched (including the one without a reliable match), we assign an upper limit of 20 µJy. Note-Tier-1 500 µm risers matched to the radio sources in various surveys that are deeper than FIRST. The matching radius is r = 10 . Only the top 26 matches that have ∆/σ ≤ 1.5 are deemed to be reliable. "HizIdx (500) -LH While this field has a number of deep radio surveys (see e.g., Ibar et al. 2009; Owen & Morrison 2008; Owen et al. 2009; Vernstrom et al. 2016 ) within limited areas, unfortunately none of our objects fall within their coverages. The medium-deep GMRT 610 MHz surveys of Garn et al. (2008b Garn et al. ( , 2010 offer the only radio maps that cover most of the field (and thus most of our objects) to a sensitivity level that is significantly deeper than FIRST. The combined 610 MHz map extends ∼ 13 deg 2 to rms ∼ 80 µJy beam −1 with the beam size of 6 ×5 (corresponding to σ GMRT pos = 0. 94). The central ∼ 5 deg 2 region has reached a slightly deeper sensitivity of rms ∼ 60 µJy beam −1 (Garn et al. 2008b ). The catalogs presented in these two papers, which are extracted independently, include the sources above S 610 > 0.2 mJy. For the matching here, we merge the two catalogs into one that contains unique sources.
In total, 89 of our objects falling within this 610 MHz map. Only three of them are matched within 10 and are all reliable matches. One of them (500R LH T1 x003) is a FIRST source already mentioned above. The other two have S 610 = 1.13 ± 0.12 and 0.546 ± 0.08 mJy, respectively. If assuming a power law SED of S(ν) ∼ ν −0.8 they would have S 1.4 = 0.58 and 0.28 mJy, respectively, which would be in the AGN dominated regime. We assign a conservative S 610 upper limit of 0.3 mJy to the 86 unmatched objects, which would be in the sub-mJy regime at 1.4 GHz (S 1.4 < 0.15 mJy) and hence are likely star formation dominated.
-XMM-LSS This field has VLA 1.4 GHz data covering ∼ 1.3 deg 2 as described in Simpson et al. (2006) . However, their source catalog only covers 0.8 deg 2 and includes the objects that have S 1.4 > 100 µJy. Only one of our objects is within the coverage, and it is not matched with a counterpart. We assign an upper limit of 100 µJy, which is in the star formation dominated regime. Note-Tier-1 500 µm risers covered by various radio surveys deeper than FIRST but are not detected. As in Table 2 , the leading string in the object ID is omitted for clarity except when the object is the first entry of a given field. The upper limits of their radio flux densities are based on the radio catalogs described in §6.1. The lower limits of HizIdx(500) are calculated using these upper limits. Those that have HizIdx(500) ≥ 0.7 (potentially at z > 6) are boldfaced and marked with asterisk (see §7.4).
Radio Properties of SPIRE-dropouts
For the same reason, here we discuss the radio properties of the SPIRE-dropouts in the areas where sufficiently deep radio data are available. We again use the same matching procedure as in §6.1, i.e., searching for matches within the matching radius of r = 10 , and then determining if a match is reliable by checking if it satisfies ∆/σ ≤ 1.5. The dominant term to σ pos is σ SCUBA2 , which is the positional uncertainty due to the large beam size of SCUBA2 850 µm (13 ) and is calculated individually based on the source S/N, "detection-SNR" as in the S2CLS catalog. The radio source position uncertainty is calculated at the fixed S/N = 5 as in §6.1, and only contributes a negligible amount to σ pos in all cases here. The matched results are shown in Table 8 , and the unmatched sources are indicated as such in Table 9 . We provide some details below for all these fields.
-COSMOS The VLA 3 GHz map of Smolčić et al. (2017) covers the entire field and hence all of our SPIREdropouts in this field. Among the 26 Tier-1 objects, 15 objects have 3 GHz matches within r = 10 . Ten of them have ∆/σ ≤ 1.5 and hence are reliable. The other five are not regarded as the real counterparts. These five objects, together with the eleven that have no entries in the 3 GHz catalog, are assigned the conservative, 5 σ upper limit of S 3.0 ≤ 11.5 µJy (corresponding to S 1.4 ≤ 21.2 µJy under S ν ∼ ν −0.8 ).
-EGS The VLA 1.4 GHz map of Ivison et al. (2007) covers about only half of the field and four of our objects (out of six). However, none are matched with radio counterparts. We assign them the 5 σ upper limit of 130 µJy.
-GOODS-N The VLA 1.4 GHz map of (Morrison et al. 2010 ) covers the entire field and hence all three of our Tier-1 objects. However, none of them are matched. We assign the 5 σ upper limit of 20 µJy to all of them.
-LH This field is fully covered by the deep VLA 1.4 GHz map of (Owen & Morrison 2008) , which extends over an area of 40 ×40 and reaches rms ∼ 2.7 µJy beam −1 with the beam size of 1. 63×1. 57 (corresponding to σ VLA pos = 0. 27). The radio catalog includes the sources that are detected above 5 σ. Two of the three Tier-1 objects are matched with their radio counterparts in this catalog, with S 1.4 = 28.5 ± 4.2 and 47.7 ± 7.1 µJy. For the object that is not included the radio catalog, we assign the 5 σ upper limit of 13.5 µJy.
-UDS For this field, we mostly use the VLA 1.4 GHz data of Arumugam (2013) , which are 2× deeper than those of Simpson et al. (2006) and are of 3× higher resolution (beam size 1. 82×1. 63, corresponding to σ VLA pos = 0. 29). However, these data are not directly available. We use instead the catalog of Micha lowski et al. (2017), where all the S2CLS sources in this field have been matched for radio counterparts to S/N = 3 using the data of Arumugam (2013) . As it turns out, eight of our 57 objects have reported 1.4 GHz detections that fulfill our matching criterion. They have 2017) have obtained their own VLA 6 GHz measurement of S 6.0 = 4.5 ± 1.1 µJy. Its radio position is not given, however. We put this source to Table 8 . Thus the number of radio-undetected SPIRE-dropouts in this field is 48.
DISCUSSION
With the large samples of 500 µm risers and SPIREdropouts, here we discuss the statistical properties, their prospect of being at high-z, and their implications to the dust-embedded star formation in the early universe.
Surface density of 500 µm risers
At the first glance, it seems that the surface density of 500 µm risers varies greatly among these eleven fields (see Table 1 ): the average is 6.45 deg −2 with the dispersion of 2.54 deg −2 , and the highest value is a factor of 4.4× of the lowest. We show that, however, this is largely due to the different sensitivity levels (i.e., survey limits) of the fields.
The survey limits of the HerMES DR4 data are not directly given in the existing HerMES documentations. For our purpose, we adopt the confusion noise (see §3 and Table 1 ) as the proxy to the sensitivity, because it is the dominant noise term in all the HerMES data studied here. The left panel of Figure 7 shows the surface densities of the 500 µm risers vs. the confusion noises in 500 µm (N 500µm conf ). The open circles indicate the total surface densities in the field, while the red triangles and the blue diamonds are for the densities calculated using the xID-based and the residual-based objects, respectively. Clearly, the xID-based surface density increases as N 500µm conf decreases, i.e., as the sensitivity improves 5 . This indicates that there are more 500 µm risers at the fainter levels. The total surface density shows the similar behavior, because the total sample is dominated by the xID-based objects.
The behavior of the surface density of the residualbased objects, however, is almost flat. To further investigate this seemingly counter-intuitive problem, we check the median f 500 values (f med 500 ) of the 500 µm risers in all fields. These are shown in the right panel of Figure 7 against N 500µm conf using the same legends. The xIDbased objects show the trend of decreasing f med 500 with decreasing N 500µm conf , which is consistent with the expectation that when we reach fainter limits we find fainter 500 µm risers. The residual-based objects also follow the same trend in general, which is to say that this type of objects are also fainter when we reach fainter survey limits. This suggests that the flat behavior of the blue diamonds in the left panel is simply due to the canceling of two opposite effects: as the sensitivity improves, some 500 µm risers that would not be detected in 250 µm at a brighter level are now detected in 250 µm (they would move from a "residual-based" sample to an "xID-based" sample); in the meantime, roughly the same amount of 500 µm risers not detectable in 500 µm previously at a brighter level now become detected in 500 µm (roughly the same number of objects replenish the "residual-based" sample).
To better describe the behavior of the open circle in the left panel of Figure 7 , we perform a linear fit and · · · · · · · · · 4.8 ± 1.1 · · · · · · 4.6 ± 1.1 0.33 (5) SD850 COSMOS T1 A03 3.0 1.3 2.4 11.8 ± 1.9 9:59:57.29 2:27:30.54 28.8 ± 2.7 · · · (1) SD850 COSMOS T1 A19 5.7 2.1 2.8 5.1 ± 1.2 10:00:28.82 2:05:23.53 21.7 ± 2.7 · · · (1) SD850 COSMOS T1 A22 5.0 2.1 2.3 5.5 ± 1.4 10:00:23.38 2:01:21.50 27.8 ± 2.8 · · · (1) SD850 COSMOS T1 A26 9.6 2.1 4.5 4.0 ± 0.9 10:00:08.15 2:17:11.55 21.5 ± 2.6 · · · (1) SD850 COSMOS T1 B05 3.6 1.7 2.1 8.0 ± 1.8 10:00:06.49 2:38:37.44 12.6 ± 2.4 · · · (1) SD850 GOODSN T1 A02 7.2 1.6 4.6 5.9 ± 1.3 12:36:51.72 62:12:21.40 56.0 ± 4.5 · · · (2) Note-Tier-1 SPIRE-dropouts matched to the radio sources in various surveys. The matching radius is r = 10 . Only the top 21 matches that have ∆/σ ≤ 1.5 are deemed to be reliable. "HizIdx" is calculated based on Equation 3. For the bottom six objects, they only have lower limits of HizIdx because they are treated as with no radio counterparts and thus only have upper limits of their radio flux densities. The radio data are from the references listed in the last column. These are: (1) 
Comparison to the literature
Here we compare to the surface densities of 500 µm risers as inferred from the work of other teams as mentioned in §1.
The sample of Dowell et al. (2014) using the early HerMES data consists of 39 objects over 21 deg 2 , with f med 500 = 31.9 mJy. Therefore, their overall surface density is 1.9 deg −2 . Their objects have been selected using f 500 ≥ f 350 ≥ f 250 (as measured on their smoothed maps), which are similar to (but not exactly the same as) our criteria. They also impose an additional requirement of f 500 ≥ 30 mJy. It is difficult to compare to the S/N level of their objects, because they require S/N > 4 on the difference maps. Ignoring this complication, we select a subsample from our objects, requiring f 500 ≥ 30 mJy. This results in 396 objects and implies the surface density of 3.7 deg −2 , which is 2× higher than that of Dowell et al. (2014) .
The sample of Asboth et al. (2016) in the 274 deg 2 HeLMS field consists of 477 objects, implying the surface density of 1.7 deg −2 . Their objects are selected using the same color criteria as ours, but are all significantly brighter, with f 500 > 52 mJy. Our sample only has 39 objects that have f 500 > 52 mJy, and the corresponding surface density would only be 0.37 deg −2 , which is a factor of 4.2× lower.
The sample of 7971 objects of Ivison et al. (2016) are selected using f 500 /f 350 ≥ 0.85 and f 500 /f 250 ≥ 1.5, which are less stringent than ours. As their full sample are not publicly available, it is difficult to make a direct comparison. Taken at the face value, their 7971 objects over 660 deg 2 implies the surface density of 12.1 deg −2 . They also state that at least 26 ± 5% of their objects are SD850 COSMOS T1 A02 9.0 ± 1.3 < 11.5 > 0.43 A12 7.6 ± 1.8 < 11.5 > 0.36 A31 7.2 ± 2.0 < 11.5 > 0.34 A03 11.8 ± 1.9 < 11.5 > 0.56 * A13 6.7 ± 1.6 < 11.5 > 0.32 B03 5.5 ± 1.1 < 11.5 > 0.26 A06 9.5 ± 2.0 < 11.5 > 0.45 A19 5.1 ± 1.2 < 11.5 > 0.24 B05 8.0 ± 1.8 < 11.5 > 0.38 A07 9.5 ± 2.0 < 11.5 > 0.45 A22 5.5 ± 1.4 < 11.5 > 0.26 B07 8.5 ± 1.9 < 11.5 > 0.40 A08 6.2 ± 1.5 < 11.5 > 0.30 A26 4.0 ± 0.9 < 11.5 > 0.19 A10 7.9 ± 1.9 < 11.5 > 0.38 A29 6.3 ± 1.8 < 11.5 > 0.30 SD850 EGS T1 A09 5. 
Note-Tier-1 SPIRE-dropouts covered by various radio surveys but are not detected. As in Table 4 , the leading string in the object ID is omitted for clarity except when the object is the first entry of a given field. The upper limits of their radio flux densities are based on the radio catalogs described in §6.2. The lower limits of HizIdx(850) are calculated using these upper limits. The one that has HizIdx(850) ≥ 0.5 (potentially at z > 6) is boldfaced and marked with asterisk (see §7.4).
reliable, which then implies the minimum of 3.1 deg −2 . For comparison, the overall surface density of our sample is 5.9 deg −2 . The sample of Donevski et al. (2018) consists of 133 objects over 55 deg 2 , implying 2.4 deg −2 . They use the same color criteria as ours, but impose the additional requirements of f 500 > 30 mJy (corresponding to S/N > 4 on their 500 µm maps) and f 250 > 13.2 mJy. We select a subsample from our objects that meet the same flux density cutoffs, and obtain 381 objects. This implies 3.6 deg −2 , which is significantly larger than theirs.
Surface density of SPIRE-dropouts
The SPIRE-dropouts among the S2CLS fields also seem to vary greatly in surface density (see Table 3 ). However, this again is largely due to systematic effect: the selection of our SPIRE-dropouts depends on the sensitivity of the S2CLS 850 µm data, which varies considerably among the fields.
To demonstrate this point, let us limit the discussion to only the Tier-1 sample, and take the UDS and the COSMOS fields for examples. These two fields contribute 60.0% (57 objects) and 27.4% (26 objects) of the total, respectively, and are the only two that have sufficient statistics for our purpose. While the former covers a smaller area than the latter one (0.96 vs. 1.34 deg 2 ), it has detected more 850 µm objects than the latter (1085 vs. 719 objects) because of its better sensitivity (0.9 vs. 1.6 mJy beam −1 ). This is also reflected in the SPIREdropouts that we selected: most of these objects in the UDS field have S 850 < 5 mJy (40 out of 57), while only 3 (out of 26) in the COSMOS field are in the same regime.
According to Geach et al. (2017, see their Fig. 8) , the UDS field is ∼ 95% complete at S 850 = 5 mJy, and so the incompleteness correction is negligible above this threshold. The surface density of its SPIRE-dropouts at S 850 ≥ 5 mJy is therefore 17.7 deg −2 . The COSMOS field, on the other hand, is only ∼ 53% complete at this level, and we apply the incompleteness corrections to its SPIRE-dropout number counts at S 850 ≥ 5 mJy in the successive bins of 0.5 mJy width using Fig. 8 of Geach et al. (2017) . The corrected, cumulative number count at S 850 ≥ 5 mJy is 28 (as oppose to the original 23 objects), and the corresponding surface density is 20.9 deg −2 . The difference between the two fields is well within the Possionian noise. Taking the average of the two, we obtain the SPIRE-dropout surface density of 19.3 ± 1.6 deg −2 at S 850 ≥ 5 mJy.
We note that the above value is only applicable to degree-sized fields. As the spatial distributions of SPIRE-dropouts show significant feature of clustering (see Figure 6 ), the surface density can vary significantly in small fields. In the EGS (0.32 deg 2 ) and the LH (0.28 deg 2 ) fields, we have three (out of six total) and two (out of three total) SPIRE-dropouts at S 850 ≥ 5 mJy, respectively. The corresponding surface densities would be 9.4 and 7.1 deg −2 , respectively, which are both much lower than the value derived above. On the contrary, in the GOODSN field that covers only 0.07 deg 2 , all the three SPIRE-dropouts are at S 850 ≥ 5 mJy. This would imply the surface density of 42.9 deg −2 , which is 2.2× higher than the average. 7.4. Prospects of 500 µm risers and SPIRE-dropouts being at high-z While the initial motivation of our work is to select high-z ULIRGs into the EoR (see §1), it is extremely difficult to further purify our 500 µm riser and SPIREdropout samples to achieve this goal. Without knowing the exact location of the dust emission peak, the 500 µm riser method is only expected to select objects at z 4 in general but not to create a sample falling within a well-defined redshift range. It is also expected that the selection could be severely contaminated by objects at z ≈ 3 due to the degeneracy between dust temperature and redshift. For example, (Ivison et al. 2016 ) conclude that the median redshift of their 500 µm risers is at 3.66 and that only a third of their 500 µm risers lie at z > 4. The situation for the SPIRE-dropouts is even more complicated because we have even less information about their SEDs. Nevertheless, a small fraction of our objects do have further constraints from the radio data, which we discuss in detail below.
Constraints from Radio Data
For the objects that fall within the coverage of radio observations, it could be possible to further constrain their redshifts by incorporating the radio data. A number of photometric redshift derivation schemes have been proposed based on the FIR-radio relation (see e.g., Carilli & Yun 1999; Barger et al. 2000) . However, such methods all suffer from a couple of major caveats. First, one would need to assume a fixed power-law index for the radio emission, which could have a wide range of uncertainty over α ∼ −0.3 to −0.8. Second, one would also need to assume a fixed dust temperature, which could have a wide spread of ∼ 20-60 K. While the choices of these parameters could be finetuned to work reasonably well within the typical redshift range of SMGs at z ≈ 2-4, it is unclear how they would perform beyond this range. For example, the famous HDF 850.1, the brightest 850 µm source in the Hubble Deep Field with S 850 = 7.0 ± 0.4 mJy (Hughes et al. 1998) , has S 1.4 = 16.73 ± 4.25 µJy (Cowie et al. 2009 ). Using the formalism of Carilli & Yun (1999) , one would obtain z ph = 4.6. If using that of Barger et al. (2000) , one would obtain z ph = 3.8. Both are significantly different from the spectroscopic redshift of z = 5.183 (Walter et al. 2012) . Another example is HFLS3 at z = 6.34 of Riechers et al. (2013) , which has S 880 = 33.0 ± 2.4 mJy (the SMA measurement at 880 µm) and S 1.4 = 59 ± 11 µJy. Ignoring the small difference between S 880 and S 850 , one would then obtain z ph = 5.0 and 4.1 based on Carilli & Yun (1999) and Barger et al. (2000) , respectively, both of which are also significantly different from the true value.
For this reason, we do not attempt in this work to directly derive z ph using the radio data. Instead, we only select the objects that are radio-weak as the most promising candidates at z > 5, among which some could be into the EoR.
The problem is how to define "radio-weak" in this context. Lacking anything else being a better choice, we use the aforementioned HDF 850.1 and HFLS3 as the references. Recall that HDF 850.1, or our SD850 HDFN T1 A02, is a SPIRE-dropout, while FLS 3, or our 500R FLS T1 x44, is a 500 µm riser (but not a 850 µm riser). For the sake of the argument, we introduce a "high-z index", or "HizIdx" for short, to quantify an object being radio-weak by using the flux density ratio between FIR/submm and radio: HizIdx = f 500 × 10 −3 /S 1.4 (500 µm risers)
S 850 × 10 −3 /S 1.4 (SPIRE dropouts)
(3)
The 850 µm photometry for HDF 850.1 (at z = 5.18) is somewhat different among the data published by different groups (Walter et al. 2012 )(see also Cowie et al. 2017 ). Here we adopt S 850 = 5.9 ± 1.3 mJy from the S2CLS catalog, and obtain HizIdx(850) = 0.35. For FLS 3 (at z = 6.43), we obtain HizIdx(500)= 0.75 and HizIdx(850) = 0.56, respectively.
Using the above numbers as a guide, we adopt HizIdx(500) ≥ 0.7 to further select 500 µm risers at z > 6. To select objects at z > 6 from SPIRE-dropouts, we adopt HizIdx(850) ≥ 0.5. We note that these ad hoc thresholds are so chosen only for the sake of the argument here, and are the best that one could adopt at this stage. Any better choices will have to wait until spectroscopic verifications in the future. 7.4.2. High-z candidates in 500 µm riser sample For the 500 µm risers that have radio counterparts (as described in §5.4), we calculate their HizIdx(500). For those that are within the radio coverage but are not detected, we calculate the lower limits of HizIdx(500) using the upper limits of the radio flux densities appropriate in the fields. For the radio observations that are not made in 1.4 GHz, we convert the result to S 1.4 by assuming S(ν) ∝ ν −0.8 . These results are listed in Table  6 and 7.
In total, 19 of our 500 µm risers have HizIdx(500) ≥ 0.7, distributing over five fields. The COSMOS field is the only one that offers sufficient statistics over a large area to allow a meaningful estimate of the surface density for such radio-constrained high-z candidates. Recall that it has 17 500 µm risers within the 3 GHz coverage, ten of which have 3 GHz counterparts. Four of these ten have HizIdx(500) ≥ 0.7. The seven that are not detected at 5 σ all have HizIdx(500) ≥ 0.7. Therefore, there are 11 candidates (or 64.7% out of the total of 17) at z > 6 over 2 deg 2 satisfying our criterion, which correspond to a density of 5.5 deg −2 .
High-z candidates in SPIRE-dropout sample
Similarly, we calculate HizIdx(850) or the lower limits for the SPIRE-dropouts and list the results in the catalog. As it turns out, none of the objects that have identified radio counterparts satisfy our criterion for z > 6. However, we can still obtain useful information from those that are not detected in the existing radio data.
The most stringent limits are again from the COS-MOS field over 1.34 deg 2 , which has 16 SPIRE-dropouts that do not have counterparts in the 3 GHz catalog. Adopting the 5 σ limit of 11.5 µJy and assuming S(ν) ∝ ν −0.8 as before, we find that one object, SD850 COSMOS T1 A03 with S 850 = 11.8 ± 1.9 mJy, has HizIdx(850) > 0.56 and thus satisfies our criterion for z > 6. Therefore, we can derive the lower limit of z > 6 objects among the SPIRE-dropouts as 0.8 deg −2 . The upper limit can be obtained by assuming that all these 16 objects are not detected even at higher sensitivity levels. Indeed, if they all remain radio-undetected at the ∼ 2.5 σ level, they would all have HizIdx(850) > 0.5. Fifteen out of these 16 objects have S 850 ≥ 5.0 mJy, and therefore we derive the upper limit of the surface density as 11.2 deg −2 to S 850 = 5.0 mJy. If we further consider the incompleteness correction for the COSMOS field in 850 µm (see in §6.3), the upper limit is 13.6 deg −2 .
Following the same methodology, we check the upper limits inferred from the other fields, bearing in mind that they have highly non-uniform sensitivities in their radio data. In the order of the field size, the UDS (0.96 deg 2 ), the EGS (only about half, or ∼ 0.16 deg 2 covered by the radio data), the LH (0.28 deg 2 ), and the GOODS (0.07 deg 2 ) fields have 13, 2, 1, and 1 radio-undetected objects at S 850 ≥ 5 mJy, respectively. The corresponding upper limits for z > 6 objects are therefore 13.5, 12.5, 3.6, and 14.3 deg −2 to S 850 = 5.0 mJy.
We note in passing that the SPIRE-dropout of Greenslade et al. (2019) , their "NGP6 D1", does not meet our HizIdx criterion for z > 6. This source has S 850 = 12.3 ± 2.5 mJy. Their VLA 6 GHz measurement gives S 6.0 = 16.9 ± 4 µJy, which corresponds to S 1.4 = 54.1 µJy if assuming S(ν) ∝ ν −0.8 . This results in HizIdx(850)=0.23. To make HizIdx(850) > 0.7, it would have to have an almost flat SED slope of α ≤ 0.03, which does not seem likely. 7.4.4. Global star formation rate density at z > 6 hidden by dust
Using the results in §7.4.2 and 7.4.3, here we attempt to estimate the IR-based (i.e., dust-embedded) global star formation rate density (GSFRD;ρ * (IR)) at z > 6. We only use the values based on the COSMOS field. For the surface density of z > 6 SPIRE-dropouts, we adopt the average of the lower and the upper limits in §6.4.3 as the representative value, i.e., 7.2 deg −2 . The combined surface density of 500 µm risers and SPIRE-dropouts at z > 6 is therefore 12.7 deg −2 . We assume that this is applicable within 6 < z < 7, which means that the volume density is 1.4 × 10 −6 Mpc −3 .
For practical purpose, we further assume that these objects all have L IR = 10 13 L , which is likely a lower limit.
For example, HFLS3, which is our 500R FLS T1 x44, has L F IR = 2.86 × 10 13 L (Riechers et al. 2013), and its L IR could only be larger. We apply the conversion given by Kennicutt (1998) , which is SFR = 1.0 × 10 −10 L IR after adjusting for a Chabrier initial mass function (Chabrier 2003) . This translates to SFR = 10 3 M yr −1 per object. Therefore, we obtaiṅ ρ * (IR) = 1.4 × 10 −3 M yr −1 Mpc −3 . This is comparable to the UV-based GSFRD derived using Lyman-break galaxies (LBGs). For example, Yan et al. (2010) have obtainedρ * (UV) = (12.33, 5.50)×10 −3 M yr −1 Mpc −3 at z = (6.0, 7.0), respectively. Note that these 500 µm risers and SPIRE-dropouts are not likely visible in the rest-frame UV and hence are not likely to manifest themselves as LBGs (HFLS3 is an example), which means thatρ * (UV) after dust-reddening correction cannot ac-count forρ * (IR). In other words, the GSFRD value at high redshifts is likely significantly higher than that derived based on LBGs alone. This point has been raised before (see e.g. Cowie et al. 2009 ), and recently is further reinforced by Wang et al. (2019) in their 870 µm detections of H-dropouts (3.6 µm sources that are invisible from UV to H-band), the bulk of which are likely at z > 3 and some of which could be at z > 6. Wang et al. (2019) estimate that the volume density of their objects is 2 × 10 −5 Mpc −3 , which is about an order of magnitude higher than that of our objects. However, as their L IR are at least an order of magnitude lower, the total contribution to the GSFRD from these less luminous objects (0.9 × 10 −3 M yr −1 Mpc −3 at z = 6) is comparable to that from our objects.
SUMMARY
We have carried out a comprehensive search for 500 µm risers using the HerMES data in 106.5 deg 2 and for SPIRE-dropouts using the S2CLS data in 2.98 deg 2 that overlap the HerMES coverage. Both types of objects are candidate ULIRGs at high redshifts, some of which could be at z > 6 and into the EoR. The main objective of this paper is to present the selections and the catalogs of these rare sources. We focus on the "Tier-1" objects, which are the least affected by contaminations and thus are valuable targets for future studies. For completeness, the catalogs of the less promising, "Tier-2" objects are also included in this paper.
In total, we present 629 Tier-1 500 µm risers in eleven HerMES fields, all detected at S/N ≥ 5 (confusion noise included) in 500 µm. These objects satisfy the simple criteria of f 500 > f 350 > f 250 , which are similar to (but not exactly the same as) most of the existing selections of 500 µm risers in the literature. About 77.4% of this sample (487 objects) are selected from the HerMES DR4 xID catalogs ("xID-based"; the objects have reported 250 µm detections), and the other 22.6% (142 objects) are selected through detecting objects in the 500 µm residual maps generated by subtracting off the sources in the xID catalogs ("residual-based"; the objects do not have reported 250 µm detections). Their spatial distributions show obvious patterns of clustering. The inferred surface density dependents on the survey limit, which ranges from ∼ 2.1 deg −2 at the confusion noise level of N 500µm conf ≈ 6 mJy (or equivalently, 5 σ flux density limit of f 500 30 mJy) to ∼ 8.2 deg −2 at N 500µm conf ≈ 4 mJy (or equivalently, 5 σ limit of f 500 20 mJy).
The search for SPIRE-dropouts is relatively new. Our Tier-1 catalog includes 95 SPIRE-dropouts in five S2CLS fields that also have HerMES SPIRE data. While the limit of the SPIRE data cannot guarantee that these SPIRE-dropouts are 850 µm risers, any 850 µm risers in these fields must be among these SPIRE-dropouts. They all have "detection SNR" ≥ 5 in the S2CLS catalog,i and hence are highly reliable detections in 850 µm. About 76.8% of them (73 objects) do not have an entry in the HerMES xID catalog (selected by "Method A"). The other 23.2% (22 objects) have S/N < 3 in the xID catalog (selected by "Method B") and thus could actually be non-detections in SPIRE. The "B" objects also satisfy (S 850 + 0.5 × ErrSr 850 ) > (f 250 − 2 × et 250 ). The inferred surface density depends on the survey limits of both S2CLS and HerMES, and the former dominates. From the results in the COSMOS and the UDS fields (the only two degree-sized fields), we derive their surface density of 19.3 ± 1.6 deg −2 at S 850 ≥ 5 mJy.
The SEDs alone cannot be used to constrain the redshifts of these objects. As Far-IR/sub-mm galaxies at high redshifts should generally be radio-weak, we examine the radio properties of our 500 µm risers and SPIREdropouts using public radio data. Cross-matching with the FIRST data in the northern and the equatorial fields has revealed seven very strong AGNs among the 500 µm risers (out of 381 total in these fields), four of which are (likely) blazars because the rising trend of their SEDs extends into the radio regime. Deeper radio data are available, and cover 42.4% of the 500 µm risers (267 out of 629 objects) and almost all of the SPIRE-dropouts (93 out of 95 objects). The sensitivity limits of these radio data vary greatly across the fields, resulting in highly different radio detection rates. Nevertheless, the vast majority of our objects are at the sub-mJy level and weaker, supporting that they are mostly driven by star formation. For ease of use, the radio catalogs of these objects are included in this paper. Furthermore, we introduce the HizIdx parameter, which is the flux density ratio between FIR/sub-mm and radio. Using the well-studied HDF 850.1 (z = 5.18) and HFLS3 (z = 6.43) as the guide, we propose HizIdx(500) ≥ 0.7 and HizIdx(850) ≥ 0.5 to select z > 6 objects from the 500 µm risers and the SPIRE-dropouts, respectively. The COSMOS field is the only area where the radio data are deep and wide enough to provide stringent constrains on the surface density of potential z > 6 far-IR/submm sources. Based on the aforementioned HizIdx criteria, we derive the surface density of z > 6 objects as 5.5 deg −2 among the 500 µm risers and 0.8-13.6 deg −2 among the SPIRE-dropouts, respectively. Finally, we point out that dust-embedded GSFRD at z > 6 could be comparable to that derived based on LBGs alone.
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APPENDIX
A. PROPERTIES OF 500 µM RISERS AT SUB-MM/MM Only a small number of our 500 µm risers fall within the limited S2CLS coverage. In the S2CLS GOODS-N and LH fields, there are no 500 µm risers. In the COSMOS field, five of our 500 µm risers are covered, namely, 500R COSMOS T1 x01, x13, x21, x25, and x34. Only x25 is clearly not detected, which we assign the 2 σ upper limit of S 850 < 3.2 mJy (visual examination of the 3 GHz map also shows no hints of any detection). Among those that are detected, x21 is matched to COS.0345, however its de-boosted S 850 value is reported in the S2CLS catalog as 2.80 ± 2.45 mJy, which is very different from the "observed" S 850 = 7.93 ± 1.90 mJy and hence is likely erroneous. Here we adopt the mean difference between the observed and the de-boosted values in this field as 1.54 mJy, and get S 850 = 6.39 mJy. The case for x34 is complicated. Its centroid is in between two S2CLS objects, COS.0170 and 0191, and is separated from them by 8. 2 and 10. 9, respectively. These two S2CLS objects have de-boosted S 850 = 5.4 ± 1.2 and 5.0 ± 1.3 mJy, respectively, and are separated by 17. 1. It is unclear if x34 is related with either, or if it is the blended result of the two. For our practical purpose here, we assume the latter and further assume that they are at the same redshift. By combining these two objects, we get the de-boosted S 850 = 10.35 ± 1.80 mJy.
In the XMM-LSS field, one of our sources, 500R XMMLSS T1 x70, is covered. It actually corresponds to two objects in the S2LS catalog, S2CLS UDS.0074 and 0750, which are 12. 7 apart and have de-boosted S 850 = 6.44 ± 1.26 and 2.61 ± 0.89 mJy, respectively. As in the case for 500R COSMOS T1 x34 above, we combine these two entries and obtain its de-boosted S 850 = 9.05 ± 1.54 mJy.
The S2CLS EGS field covers one of our 500 µm risers, 500R EGS T1 x42, which is matched with EGS.0007 and has S 850 = 7.28 ± 0.91 mJy in the S2CLS catalog.
Three of our objects in the ADFS field, 500R ADFS T1 x14, x20 and x28, are covered by the AzTEC 1.1 mm observation of Hatsukade et al. (2011) and are detected. These sources are matched with their cataloged objects AzTEC 27, 4 and 170, respectively.
The above results are summarized in Table 10 .
B. FULL CATALOGS OF 500 µM RISERS AND SPIRE-DROPOUTS The Tier-1 catalogs of 500 µm risers and SPIRE-dropouts are given as tables below. Their Tier-2 catalogs are provided as online data. The COSMOS and the GOODS-N fields do not have residual-based 500 µm risers (the "R" objects) in either Tier-1 or Tier-2. The EGS and the ELAISN1 fields also do not have residual-based 500 µm risers in Tier-2. The GOODS-N field does not have any Tier-2 SPIRE-dropouts. 
